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Dresden Plate Table Runner Supply List  1
Requires Advanced Beginner Skills:  I have experience with a rotary cutter and piecing and/or have basic 
sewing skills and knowledge.  I have completed at least one or two projects using a sewing machine. 

Ruler Required* 
EZ Dresden Plate or Creative Grids ruler (without the wood creaser); if you already have a 
Dresden Ruler in your tools, you may use it; it will work! * 

Equipment:   
Dresden Plate Ruler 
Rotary Cutter and Cutting Mat (11” x 18” is large enough) 
Sewing Machine cleaned with new #12/80 or #14/90 universal or quilting needle 
2 wound bobbins with a neutral thread of your choice; suggestion is #50 weight 
Spool of your favorite neutral piecing thread 
3 or 4 spools or 1 spool of top stitching thread; used for attaching Dresden to the  

     background 
Fabric Scissors – sharp point and small scissors/snips 
Collar Turner – please, no wood; brand is your choice 
Pins and pin cushion 
Hand sewing needles 
Optional:  small iron with wool mat; this will help increase the speed of completion 
                 3-5” cookie cutters to be used for the center   
                   Note:  Be creative!  I will a few stencils and cutters available to borrow.                                                                                                                      
Very, Very Optional:  spray adhesive or applique glue, such as Acorn Products 

Fabric: 
You will have the choice of project:  table runner, bed runner, table topper/large hot pad 
Please email me at  beckyr@uwyo.edu with your choice!  I will then provide you with 
the fabric requirements. 

Cutting Instructions:  Homework Before Class 
You will have time to cut out your blocks in class, including your Dresden blades.  If you would 
like to have cutting instructions before class, please let me know in your email choice and I 
will be happy to give them to you. 

I am looking forward to our time together!  If you have any questions about the class, I 
will be glad to answer them. 

*I will NOT have Dresden rulers available for purchase.  Please, check with your local  
  quilt shop or Amazon for the Dresden tool of your choice.  
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